WHATEVER YOUR MIND CAN CONCEIVE AND
BELIEVE, MAN CAN ACHIEVE.
ANDREW CARNEIGIE 1835-1919
DEFINITENESS OF PURPOSE
All riches and material things that anyone acquires through self effort begins in the form
of a clear, concise mental picture of the thing one seeks.
Men who know exactly what they want of life, and are determined top get it, do not stop
with wishing. They intensify their wishes into a burning desire and back that desire with
continuous effort based on a sound plan.
MASTER MIND
An all wise providence has so arranged the mechanism of the mind that no single
mind is complete. An alliance of 2 or more minds, working together in the spirit of perfect
harmony, for the attainment of a definite purpose.
Every leader’s motto should be,” The greatest among you shall be the servant of all! “
WILLINGNESS TO LEARN
The greatest asset any young man can possess-a desire for knowledge and the
willingness to earn it. Every adversity carries with it the seed of an equivalent benefit.
POSTIVE MENTAL ATTITUDE
The most significant fact is that the mind is the only thing over which an individual has
complete control. Every man is where he is and what he is because of the use he makes of his
own mind.
The power of the mind is so great that it has no limitations other than those which
individuals set up in their own minds. The power that moves all limitations from the mind is
faith,
Supreme self-confidence is based upon faith in infinite intelligence, and you may be
certain that no one ever attains this state of mind without having a definite belief in infinite
intelligence and establishing contact with it.
LAW OF COMPENSATION
Every man gravitates to where he belongs in life, just as surely as water seeks and finds
its level. His position is measured precisely by the quality and quantity of the service he renders,
plus the mental attitude with which he relates himself to other people.
nothing has yet been invented to take the place of WORK.
GO THE EXTRA MILE
The habit of doing more than one is paid for is the one that an individual may practice
without asking the permission of other; therefore, it is under one’s own control.
APPLY THE GOLDEN RULE
The golden rule supplies the right mental attitude while “going the extra mile” supplies
the action feature of this great rule.
ENTHUSIASM
Emerson spoke a deeper truth than most people recognize when he said that “nothing
great was ever achieved without enthusiasm” He must have known that enthusiasm gives quality
to every word a man speaks, to every task at which he sets his hands,

